
When you start organising radio racing, there is no problem organising events with a small number
of entries. However, when the numbers reach 20 or more you need to split the fleet (total number
of entries) into heats, because your competitors may not be able to see their boats/sail
numbers clearly and it becomes difficult to communicate and radio race properly.

The MYA developed the Heat Management System over many years and this gives you a perfect
method of organising heat racing that is fair for every eventuality. You can find the current Heat
Management System (HMS) easily with other Race and Event documents in the Knowledge Base
of the MYA website.

The most important thing for organising heat racing is to have a physical display of ‘tickets’ for
each competitor on a heat board in order to show the whole fleet divided into heats. At the end
of every heat the tickets of top boats move up to the next heat and at the end of every race tickets
are rearranged according to the HMS schedule.  The essential information you need on the ticket
is simply the competitor's name and sail number.

The MYA has developed an MYA Standard Ticket Template based on a proven design to help
clubs starting heat racing. These are waterproof, readable from the back of a crowd 3 metres
away, easy to move and won’t blow away in a strong breeze. The tickets are simply an
encapsulated paper strip backed by self-adhesive magnetic tape, which adheres easily to
any steel surface.

The MYA has also developed computerised scoring for HMS, which is easy to use and unlike
other full size scoring systems is designed especially for recording heat racing scores.  You
don’t need to use a computer to run low entry events in HMS, but it helps to get the scores
added up correctly and is essential for high entry multi-heat events! Scores need only be entered
into your computer at the end of every race.

Page 3 shows how these tickets can be made by DIY or can be purchased commercially from
PJ Sails. The Excel template it is very easy to use.  It allows you to type in the competitor's name
and the sail number and it will automatically type the right font size to fill the strip, which is marked
for cutting out and encapsulating. It is
important that the design is followed exactly
so that tickets are the standard size.

Now that the MYA Standard Ticket
Template has been approved for clubs’ use,
the idea of making the competitor
responsible for his own ticket could possibly
be achieved to save club race team
members’ time in making them, if there was
sufficient support and co-operation from
clubs and competitors.

These tickets are
easy to pick up

& move
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HEATA etc

RACE

1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 0

In addition to the tickets themselves you may need
these ‘words’ for the heat board, in Arial 120, 72

and 36 point font sizes printed on coloured paper.

HEAT IN PROGRESS

NEXT HEAT
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Standard Ticket Template
Excel spreadsheet

●   Type the competitor name in the 1st cell & the sail number into the 2nd cell,

●   Print in black font on stiff white paper, like 160 grm,

●   Cut paper strip 152 x 14.5 mm using the border lines of the cells,

●   Encapsulate the strips by laminating in 80 micron film,

●   Cut the laminate 2 mm above & below the strip & 6 mm beyond the ends,

●   Cut 10mm wide magnetic strip 140 mm long and bond to the back,

●  ‘Turn up’ ends to form the finger grip.
—---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Notes for making tickets from the Excel spreadsheet

There are plenty of steel display boards, whiteboards etc, available on the
market of a size to suit your likely heat numbers and storage potential etc.
Alternatively to enhance your ‘green’ credentials, your local refuse tip may

have a suitable size steel panel, fridge door or freezer lid that can be
recycled to make a heat board, as used in the examples below.

600 mm square is large
enough for 2, or even
3 heats

Used at th
e 2006 M

World Championship
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